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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MUSIC
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"All Art* tends to the nature of music, like the nature of anything
else we can discuss with any profit, is merely another way of saying its
actions and reactions as they can be discussed and foretold "by us.
Before being able to say how music acts upon mankind a3 a whole, we
have to inquire how music acts upon diff -rent categories of human beings.
Every since Galton and Charcot, empirical psychology has dealt more or less
scientifically with certain types whose names at least, the visual, the
auditory, the motor, the verbal type and their cross-breeds, have become
familiar.
Starting from everyday experience, we are immediately obliged to no
tice that there are persons in whose life it means lass and others in
whose life it means nothing worth reckoning,
Wfeta music interests you at all, has it given you a meaning which
seems beyond itself a message or does it remain just music?

Before deal

ing with such conflicting answers, 1 must explain that such inquires have
to steer between opposite dangers.
Anatomy and psychology reveal many principles of significant interest
to the musicologist and physiology, the science dealing with the functions
Ox an organism as distinct from its structure, concerns such topics as cir
culation and the nervous system.
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The general knowledge hereto, of physiology and psychology to relation
to music, is basic to the investigation of the many problems of musical
significance.
Mjas
General
1. To show the variety of responses to musical incentives.
2. To show the discrimination of tonal elements to connec
tion with structual elements of music.
3. To show what bearing the aspects of sound have upon the
sensory stimulus.
4. To reveal the aspects of hereditability conformed to
music talent.
Spooling
1. To show how music acts upon the constituents of human
behavior.
2. To show the interrelationship of music, psychology and
physiology.

CHAPTER II
PSYCHOLOGY AND MJSIC

Many of the facts with which psychology deals are familiar to every
one and common speech has words for them butt as the science haa developed
the need has arisen for much greater definition of language, more discrimi
nation, greater delicacy and precision#

Some words therefore (such as "in

stinct") have had to be refined in meaning?

others (like "feeling") have

had to have a new set of words invented or adapted to describe the differ
ent parts of what was formerly signified by the one vague word. This has
resulted in a psychological vocabulary containing what to the ordinary
reader seems like tiresome words for obvious things and ordinary words for
obvious things and ordinary words used in an extra-ordinary sense# The
musical reader will be offended by the technicalities of psychology? the
psychological reader will stumble over the unknown terms of musical criti
cism?

the non-technical reader, ansnored right and left, will perish in

the double boy# Yet technicalities are inevitable if any reasonable sort
of precision is to be obtained. There is enough and to spore of vague
musical criticism based on unscientific psychology - think, for example,
of what has bean written about emotion in music, And so the only thing
for mapping out the almost unexplored territory of musical psychology is
to proceed on scientific lines with a precise terminology. There is no
help for It.
Music presents a number of phenomena which are commonplace enough as
facts of experience, but which defy intelligible explanation in terms of
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anything else or even of one another.

For example, most men derive plea

sure from hearing music, but what is the nature of the pleasure? -3 it
emotional like the pleasures of making love or novel-reading?
sual like the pleasure of a warm bath?

Is it sen

Or is it a gratification to the

sub-conscious part of the mind comparable to "She soothing effect of a dayspent out of doors? These would seem to be fair questions for music to
ask of psychology, though hitherto philosophy has generally formed the
1
answers to the®, and called them "aesthetics",
VkhgS&.&tf, Life
The psychologist is Interested in any activity of t e human mind,
ftisic

presents him with many phenomena lying off the main track of inves

tigation,

Sore of those have received attention;

rhythm, for example,

has been the subject of some experimental researches, but the collective
behavior of audiences, a subject of vast importance to the executive ar
tist, has not been systematically observed, although everyone who stands
on a public platform soon learns some of its characteristics.

It ought,

therefore, to be of some interest both to psychologist and musicians to
submit to scientific examination the various familiar facts of a musi
cian's experience,

There may then be a chance of the psychologist add

ing to his knowledge of the workings of the human mind, and of the musi
cian discovering the why and the wherefore of many of the stone-walls
which have most hurt his head* Best of all, both together many illuminate
the mysterious connections, of music with the rest of life from which it
appears to be so curiously detached - a detachment which is as refresh
ing as it is unreal,^

verslV

Sssr&St
PP. 4 - 5,
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Criticism of Psychology

Psychology enjoyed a considerable boom in the years just after World
War lf but of late it has slumped in general esteem, and its claim to be
regarded as a science at all is disputed both by scientists and philoso
phers* Each really brings against it the same criticism

that it is not

scientific in its methods. The philosopher will allow that scientific
method (by which is meant the collection of data and their verification
by measurement and other laboratory tests) is appropriate to certain kinds
of subjects such as natural phenomena, and will yield valid results which
he describes as empirical; but he contends that this limited truth leaves
so much unexplained as to be useful only for practical purposes. Thus,
he argues, changes are observed to take place and can ever be relied on
to take place under appropriate conditions, which Is useful for practical
life; but change itself is a conception which we do not really understand
at all. If a thing has totally lost its identity it can no longer be
Spoken of as the subject of the change - it is something else, while If
its Identity were wholly preserved it could not be said to have changed.^*
The Reply of Psychology
Psychology as an independent science is young and it is not unhealthy
fen* youth to go through the mill. Psychology lias proved tough enough t©
leave some Impression on the mill that tea ground it and truthfully re
torts to its critics that every study always has made its own method*
The mind that studies language ia the same mind as studies logic or matho-

^Frank Howes, terlerlate of Music and Psychology. Hew York University
Press, tendon, Toronto, 1927, pp. 6-7*
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aatios and in the last resort employs the same processes, but the method
of mathematics applied to language is unfruitful, and the method of his
tory is only partially successful when applied to medicine*

So biology

and psychology are bound, because their subject is living organisms, to
modify the strict method of chemistry and psychology and supplement it
with another method, such as that of immediate experience, which is not
applicable to the "natural1* sciences.

Psychology has several of these

supplementary methods, not necessarily of equal value, but each yielding
interesting results, which will be taken up into the main body of doc
trine or nor on exactly the same principles as any other discovery.

Hew

technique have to be evolved in the pursuit of confirmations of new hypothese psycho-analysis is such a new techniques

its general method is

scientific In that it begins by collecting the facts In which the unknown
occurs but as the unknown is something dynamic and very much alive, the
historical method will be used for more than in investigating the nature
of an inorganic chemical element or compound."*"
Cause and Parposq
to the biologist, and to some schools of psychological thought, pur
pose is not a conception that can be employed to explain the workings of
the mind| it is only a convenient way of speaking employed by beings who
pretend to a freedom of the will when they wish to describe the actions
which they take toward certain fundamental ends that are in reality deter
mined for them by quite other forces.

"Purpose" says Mr. Julian Huxley,

"is a term invented to denote a particular operation of the human mind"
and the Freudian school of thought emphatically prohibits the use of any

Ww PP. 8 - 9
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category bat that of cause and offset. Professor K'oDoagall declares
that this mechanical attitude to the facts of jaind ultimately stultifies
itself and, whether om sees a divine purpose in the plan of the universe
or not5 "purposive striving is a fundamental category" and "the process
of purposive striving is to be regarded as radically different from xaeshaaical sequence,"1
fhe Matty*! Bafeadfi
Every science starts from false or from logically contradictory
ideas, and reaches by means of the® conclusions that are harmonious with
each other and with nature, and so entitled to recognition as truth.
Thai splendor©d edifice of truth, mathematics, was built upon axioms and
on ideas like that of absolute apace which are later seen to be ficti
tious, Force and matter are fictions without which physics could tell
tta nothingj. nor la it only among exact sciences that one finds fiction
invaluable, in the economic world there is the economic man and in the
moral, ideas of freedom, immortality, and so on. We need not hesitate
to use both the fiction ©f cause and the fiction of purpose if they are
2
found to supplement and correct each other,""
There are many typical problems which will confront one as to the
relationship of music and psychology. To deal with these problems a
thorough investigation on the part of the psychologist and musician

mat

be made to get the scientific facts. Psychology alone will not iron out
the problems, although it has its logics, The psychological purpose in
only a convenient way of speaking employed by " sings who pretend to a
THbwes, Frank, Borderland .of Ilu.3i0_.and Psychology. How York Univer
sity Proas, London, 1927, pp, 11 - 12,
•&M«s pp« 13 - 14*
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freedom of the will when they wish to describe the actions which they
take toward certain fundamental ends that are in reality determined for
the® by quite other forces,,
Although all methods must bo defended, every science starts fro®
false or from logically contradictory ideas and reaches conclusions that
are harmonious with each other and with nature, thus entitling recogni
tion as the truth*.

CHAPTER III
PSYCHOLOGICAL BEAR BIGS
THE YOUNG CHILD'S RH3PCSI IE TO MUSIC AMD SOKG

S^sg^jonjind^Peraep^^QB

The

While we agree that the child, at the age of five or six years* lives
largely in a world of sensory experience, we may have failed at times to
draw the right deductions from that general principle#

It my be, even,

that the nature and effect of sensory experience itself have not been
carefully defined, and that our practices have accordingly rested upon a
vague and hastily accepted assumption.
Under the *intellectual climate" that has prevailed •» and we must
thank James Truslow Mams for the term - it has been assumed, in practice,
if not in creed, that any object presented to the child, is perceived
"objectively".

In other words, much of education, in music as in other

subjects, has rested, if w® can trust appearances, upon the belief that
the child's characteristic mode of attention is the perceptive rather
than the intuitive#

How we would not deny, since a child must learn t©

direct, his life in a practical, physical world, that this rationalistic
or factual aspect of it should be brought to his attention, and that know
ledges and skills on his part that are necessary to his dealings with
matter should be developed.

It Is surely a grave error to ignore the

fhot, as psychological thought has largely done, that every sensation and
percept has a subjective side as well as an objective one, and that every
sensation and percept is not only received but is referred to a sentient
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something back of -the percept, that aocopts it in terms of interests,
preferencea, and purposes that work toward that "coordinated maintenance"
of personality of which Iialdane a poke. In short, a percept is accepted
(or rejected) in terms of subjective alimentation.
Aggthptlo ^uafity pf R
It must be obvious, since response as we have described Is in terms
of acceptability and value, that it Is essentially of the nature of aes
thetic response. The feeling of like or dislike of interest or indiffer
ence, ia a selection in terms of absorption, divination and feeling, how
ever weak, subconscious, and diffused the feeling may be, Especially is
this true in the case of the child. It seems almost incredible that so
little attention has been given it either in educational theory or prac
tice, For it must be evident that the child must approach his world on
a basis of present affective reaction. This propensity constitutes at
once hie simplicity, his in ?enuousnesa, and that impractical innocence and
lack of judgement fro® the effects of which he must be protected, and out
of which he must be educated, To be blind to the worth of this affective
and aesthetic life, to fail to see in It the germ from which taste, dis
crimination, ideals, and character must be developed, is a tragic blunder.
The capacity to understand, sympathise and enjoy, In forgetfulness of self
and absorption in the object, Is implicit in this capacity. In such light
the observation that children are the true artists is seen to be not a
mere piece of sentimentality but the deliberate statement of a truth. Ho
on© contends that all of life can or should b© lived oh the aesthetic
plane. The contention is rather that it should not at all be lived on the
plane of rational utilitarianism.
When we realize that sensation and perception are not necessarily for
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th© sake of knowled e that will prompt action toward proximate ends, but
may claim value because they give nurture that will build toward broad
and far-off ends, the nature of that which we bring to the child to sense
and perceive will he fudged in very different terms.
kindergarten and first grade, we bring music.

To th© child in th©

If we assume that knowledge

and practical power are, or should be, his interest, w© will bring him
staff notation and techniques.
interest him — and they do;

If we assume that concrete life-situations

but not musically - we will bring him song-

texts of more or less literal character, and of less or more poetic quali
ty, and hang these on questionable tunes that owe their dubious nature to
the fact that they were regarded as subsidiary to the main purpose anyway.
Or we may introduce him, through one medium or another, to works of the
masters, that he may early grow to recognize and love them.
W© may recall that a child is in a sensory stage;

that a bright-

eyed but hardsurfaoed objective focus of attention is not more normal to
him than is a wondering drinking — In of sensations that absorb him;

and

that development of the germ of musicalness that is in him, if we can po3sibly find any way to effect it, i3 our task. We may refleet that since
his attention — span is brief, and his. ability to coordinate and integrate
is slight, any very long composition will necessarily become a series of
detacnad impressions rather than a unitary whole, and will consequently
be foreign to any powers of musical judgment he may have.

We realize

that the activity of his sensory powers is likely to conflict with his
ability to attend to expressive or programmatic meanings, and that he
probably hears, even at times to our undoing, simply what comes into his
ears.

The mood and meanings of most expressive music arise out of thoughts

anu states of feeling that reflect maturity, not childhood|

and unless
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they have been deliberately chosen to appeal to supposed Juvenile "intorosts" they ax-e, as wore long compositions, alien to the child's rang©
of response*
The Place of Rhythm
Th© fact that very little has bear said about rhythm does not imply
that we consider it unimportant* We shall more than once corse upon rhy
thm as operative in our aesthetic and pedagogical theory and practice*
While rhythm is an important factor in music, it is not the distin

guishing mark of music* Verse, the dance, walking, the procession of the
season, the graphic arts, almost the whole of nature's processes and of
man's activities and productions, reveal the presence of rhythm* It Is
truly & universal element* That which music possesses that is shared by
acme of the other arts, and which fives it Its distinctive character and
peculiar value, is tone. Tone and tones will exert that charm and have
that particular kind of aesthetic effect that is characteristic of music.
Rhythm is undispensable to music if the latter is to have extent
and is to command the continuity and absorption of attention that are
essential to any but the most rudimentary aesthetic experience. In di
recting a child's approach to the very heart of music the trend is to go
from tone to rhythm, rather than from rhythm to tone.
While rhythm, separated from tone, does not have the effect charac
teristic of music, it undeniably does have some effect, and very potent
and important effect* That effect is aesthetic. Instead of the words
"aesthetic effect" we should substitute the words "effect of beauty"* It
is questionable whether the effect of rhythm without ton® can be .aid to

"Wbari, Will, The leaning and Teaching of Music, Witmark Educa
tional Publications, Eew York, 1935, pp. 89 - 93*
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b© that of arousing the souse of beauty.

Beauty absorbs us and draws

us up and out- of ourselves. Rhythm enters into us and makes us more con
scious of ourselves and of our individuality. Rhythm appears to be broad
ly physiological rather than aural#

It has power and beauty, but not of

the kind that we associate with beauty.

Away from music it never gains

the grace, the flexiblity, the infinite variety, that it gathers in as
sociation with music.

When it weds beauty, it acquires loveliness, and

beauty gathers power.

In the primary grades of a school we shall not

seek rhythm too insistently. We shall not try to isolate it lest its
stronger voice may cause us to hear to faintly the purer voice of music
that tries to sing above the rhythmic joinery. We shall regard it as a
form which music just as a tree grows into or creates its own distinctive
form."
Attractiveness of Tonal,
What psychology has to say about listening to music and the affects
of music is of fundamental importance.

The most critical problem is pro

bably that of explaining how it is that the tonal-rhythmic patterns of
sound constituting the stimulus or tonal environment, or what we call
music, can produce the effects they do within the organism.

In what sens®

can it be said, that music is to© language of to© ©motions? The contri
bution of psychology to answering that question seems to be the study and
analysis of to© problems of auditory sensation and perception, in rela
tion to the other sense modalities and the effective or emotional experi
ence of the Individual/'

Sar!;arb» Saai^aning„and Teaching of Music, Witmrfc Educational
Publications, New York, 1935., p. 41.

"Hayddn, Glen, .ftii;roducti<SI-tqJsusicology. Prentice Hall, Inc., New
York, 1941© P. #>7.
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Tones, intervals, chords, melodia figures, rhythmatie patterns - all
the elemental and structual character1stic a of music - have affective
qualities, felt qualities, and this lays the psychological foundations for
the study of the effects of music.
Listeners to music bring to the listening situation certain attitudes
certain organic sets, which condition the experiences. These attitudes
may be classified as (1) psychological or subjective, when the individual
has a tendency to think of the music in terms of its effects upon him
stimulating or soothing him, or making him feel gay or sad, (2) objective,
when the person is, rather, conscious of the quality of tone, of the forms
of rhythmic and harmonic structures and the like as attributes, properties,
or intrinsic qualities in the music (3) associative, when the tendency is
to like the music because of the pleasant scenes or fond recollections it
calls to mind, and (4) character or expressive, when the music gives rise
1

to felt qualities.

The fact should not be ignored that every sensation and percept is
not only received but is referred to a sentient something back of the per
cept.

It must be obvious that response Is essentially of the nature of

aesthetic response and that the child must approach his world cm a basis
of present affective reaction.

To be blind to the worth of this affective

and aesthetic life, to fail to see in it the germ frcaa which taste, dis
crimination, ideals, and character must be developed, is a tragic blunder.
Rhythm is operative in our aesthetic and pedagogical theory and practice
and. is an important factor in music.

It is truly a universal element.

nayden, Glen, Introduction to rlusicology. Prentice-Hall Inc., Hew
York, 19a, p. 108*

GHAPT3R I?
Hf/SIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY JH
RELATION TO MEJS33
ffpflnittafl of,.^,,,11834
Wham the pulsations in the air strike the eardrum, we pass .from
physios into the realms of physiology and psychology* From here, the
fields overlap more and more* Physios rest upon mathematics3

psycho

logy upon physiology; and aesthetics upon psychology*
Whereas anatomy concerns the structure of living organisms, phy
siology concerns their function* The study of the sensory processes seeing, hearing, feeling, and the Ilk© - is therefore, a physiological
study* It is convenient to treat these fields together sine© these pro
cesses are linked closely with others which are classed as mental or psy
chological, Toe term psyehophysiology, describing the study of the mutu&X interrelation of physiological and psychological processes, suggests
the 0I039 Interrelationships of these subjects."*"
Tactile Aspects of Sound and Bone
gpnduGtjpn
The close relation between hearing and soma aspects of tactile sen
sation seems obvious. In the lower verterbrae, ' the external ear is not
always present.
The upper threshold for the intensity of sounds has been defined as
the point at which the sensation becomes one of feeling, rather than of
Fork

G6(T' IntrocluCt'1r>Tl ?n

Prentice-Hall Inc., New
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hearing* Cutaneous vibratory sensation nay be easily demonstrated by
humming through the partially closed nostrils. Listeners report the percaption of vibrations through the various cutaneous receptors*
Somewhat similiar observations may be made with respect to bone conduction of the vibrations of sound. That the bony structure of the head
is a good medium for the transmission of sound vibrations is easily de
monstrated by placing the base of a vibrating tuning fork against the
teeth
gmotion. Feeljpg and Mood
Because the musical experience is fundamentally emotional, what
psychology has to tell us of emotion is of a special interest to musi
cians. The complexity of the subject make impossible more than a brief
discussion of this topic. Modern psychology tries to explain and describe
the emotions in terms of changes of diffuse internal conditions within
the organism. The literature of psychology shows on every hand the diffi
culty of distinguishing between such terms as emotion, feeling and mood.
Feeling Is considered an elementary process, and emotion a complex
of feeling and sensation. At one time, the attempt was made to classify
•lemsn ary feelings aa pleasant and unpleasant. Wundt broke the tradi
tion in postulating three classifications?
SXC temsnt-oalxo,

pleasantness-unpleasantness,

and tension-relaxation or expectancy-relief. Titshener

and others questioned these distinctions, and suggested numerous rovieions and modifications in the general theory of the emotions, without
achieving definitive results, Woodworth sums up the situation as fol
lowsi

York,^af;p^

Prentice Hall Inc, Hew
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A general conclusion, not exactly forced by the evidence from in
trospective studies of feeling, but at least rendered attractive, is
that the feelings are reactive attitudes of the organism.

Pleasantness

and unpleasantness correspond to the attitudes of acceptance and rejec
tion, excitement and depression to the momentary level of muscular acti
vity or readiness for activity, tension and relaxation to the degree of
muscular tension.

The various emotions may correspond to more specific

attitudes.
While emotions are ordinarily thought of as related to certain
feelings of bodily changes, certain other feelings or bodily states, such
as hunger and thirst, are not called emotions. While the typical emo
tion Is aroused by an external stimulus and la directed outside the or
ganism, a bodily state, such as hunger, or thirst, is basically an intra
organic process and has no relation to t'ne environment.
Of greater Importance is the attempted distinction between feeling
and valuation.

In connection with a spontaneous aesthetic Judgement ex

pressed in the words, "That la beautiful", we ordinarily have a feeling
of pleasure.

For this reason, Woodworth says, aesthetics ia sometimes

included in the psychology of feelings. However, he thinks it belongs
under the heading of Judgement, where experimental aesthetics is the
study of response to the beautiful.
Pepper, identifying emotion with the quality of an event, suggests
that emotion, mood, and feeling differ not so much in kind as in inten
sity,

Speaking in terms of fusion of quality, he says5
"An extensive fusion spread out over the fringe and
lacking in intensity and concentration, we are likely to
call a mood. If there is concentration of quality, but
no great massiveness or Intensity, we call it sensuous
feeling. The spell of a soft evening saturating thought,
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movement, and utterance would be a mood, A surge of
p&gslon such as inspired Shelley's, "Swiftly walk
o'er the western wave, Spirit of night", would be an
GEotion. If sensuous feeling acquires intensity, it
rapidly gathers up extonsity and turns into emotion.
The same with mood. There is only a difference of
degree among them,"
Lang reviews some of the more important psychological theories of
the emotions, and concludes that the field of emotional experience Is
broader psychologically than is commonly believed, H@ points to the
fact that all our sensations, and possibly our perceptions as well, are
accompanied by slight emotional reactions*

In stating that "melody Is

not an auditory sensation, but a form of emotional response" he shows
how for the meaning of ©motion can b® extended.-1
fiem^djal,,£ffeot3 of lfyplq
If one would trace the physiological and medicinal effects of music,
h® would find numerous accounts of the power of music over the physiolo
gical process*
David and numerous others such as Forlnolli have used music as a
remedial fox- many,

Henry Beaehasn wrote in his, "The Complete Gentlemen

in 1634- that, the exercise of Musloke is a great lengthner of the life,
by stirring and reviving the spirits, holding a secret sympathy with
the©",
Robert Burton, the author of the Anatomy of Melancholy, writes elo
quently of music as a cure for that affliction.
Coming claims that musical stimulation frequently results from
marked abetment of symptoms.
Persons who suffer habitually from mental and physical atony in th©
mornings, no matter how prolon -ed, after experience a decided revival of
Pp. 95 - 97,
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vigor if subjected to the vibrations of a phonograph during sleep,

na

tural depression, when not dependant upon some obvious physical disorder,
1
is frequently relieved in this way.
Contribution to Circulation
The pioneer investigator Begiel found that music influences blood
circulation, blood pressure, increases the heart, boat and accelerates
respiration.

Firi and Tarchanoff, and also Scripture, found that isola

ted tones, scales, motifs and simple tonal sequences have an energizing
effect upon the muscles, while Binet and Courtier obtained interesting
results on pulse and respiration with consonant and dissonant chords,
major and minor intervals, changes in intensity.

All produce changes of

pulse and respiration, dissonant chords, major chords and chords in rapid
succession producing acceleration, while perfect consonances cause a re
tardation in pulse beat*

A study on respiration by Foster and Gamble

showed that respiration while listening to music is no different while
what happens in mental application is general as to rate and amplitude,
but in music attention it is less regular#
Weld found that the disturbances of blood supply which he felt were
due to variation in the function of attention than to the music.
Washoe results indicated that the raising or lowering of pulse rate
and blood pressure depends upon the kind of music used.

The more definite

the melodic or rhythmic elements in a composition, the more certain and
effective are the physiological responses.
Hyde feels that vocal and instrumental music my be selected that
will excite the psychological and cardiovascular reactions and be employed

3U
Sohoea, William, The psychology of busies. The Handle Press Company,
Hew York, 1940, pp. 103 - 105.
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practically as an adjunct to scientifically organized labor.

the study of the sensory processes is a physiological study. There
is a close relation between hearing and sonis aspects of tactile sensation.

Feeling is considered an elementary process and emotion a complex of feel
ing and sensation. Music has been used as a remedial for any. Persons
who suffer habitually from mental and physical atony in the mornings ef
fectively, often experience a decided revival of vigor if subjected to the
vibrations of a phonograph during sleep. It also influences blood circu
lation, blood pressure, increase the heart beat and accelerates respira
tion.

»«<
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CHAPTIM V
ASSTHSTIG BASIS
Ihe,Mature and Value of Aesthetic Response
Musical aesthetics is applied in composition, performance, and lis
tening to music.

Tills testa is used in a variety of senses however most

definitions are suggestive rather than definitive.

The philosopher my

define aesthetics in terms of value in relation to the beautiful?
psychologist, in terms of behavior;

the

and the art historian, critic, or

artist, In terms ox normative standards in art* Alexander Baumgarten, a
philosopher, defined it in a more special way as the theory of science of
the beautiful*
The dictionary definition of aesthetic is:
phy of taste?

"She theory or philoso

science of the beautiful in nature and art, especially

that treating of the expression and appreciation of beauty.
Ever. If we sink into mere day~dreejair g we will still catch some mea
sure of the detachment from insistent circumstance and sensibility to
thin -s as they are that are distinguishing marks of aesthetic response.
At the highest levels of aesthetic response something very

com

plete grasp and innate understanding ensue. *Qur eye perceived the fea
tures of the living being, merely as assembled, not as mutually organised.
The intention of 11? e, the simple movement that runs through the lines,
that bind them together and gives them significance, escapes it* This

York,'pG1ns<^r|Odu0'^an •
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intention is Just what the artist tries to regain, in planing himself
back within the object by a kind of sympathy, In breaking down, by an
effort of intuition, the barrier that space puts up between him and his

Spffe Featupe, of

The low sound of a pure-toned bell la thus, to an infant as to an

adult, an aesthetic event, needing no knowledge, no persistent atten
tion to give it charm and peculiar effect,

Tone, asperated from any

musical fom or design, is comparable, in such effect upon the senses,
to color as detached from graphic form. It would be a mistake to under
estimate the importance of aesthetic appeal because it is elementary.
On this point, -Santayana is singularly penetrating and eloquent. Sen

suous beauty is not the greatest or most important element of effect,
but it is the moat primitive and fundamental, and the most universal.
There is no effect &f form which an effect of material could not enhance,

and this effect of material, underlying that of form, raises the latter
to a higher power and gives the beauty of the object a certain poignancy,
thoroughness, and infinity which it otherwise would have lacked. Fewer
factors are needed to produce tone and less training to appreciate it,
sicians and teachers of music themselves overlook the aesthetic
importance of tone.

This is due in part to the face that they have moved

far beyond the sensory state and have come to concentrate their attention
upon the further and larger values of form and expressive characteristics.
It may be due also to somewhat hasty and incomplete introspection which
leaves them under the impression that the larger values upon which they
..^
^ld
tional Publications, Hew York, 1935, pp« 51-52.
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concentrated their attention were the sol© source of their aesthetic re
act ions.

Surely any musical form would lose all nobility, and bocome a-

cutoly displeasing to musicians or to an audience.

Observation will con

vince tli© student that a single rich, mellow, chord played by an orches
tra will often evoke a rapt, silent attention from an audience. One mst
conclude that lovely tone is not only a delight in itself but that it is
prerequisite to any and all other effect.^
The Effects of Musical Form or Design
It is important "that w© recognise the complete correspondence, the
unitary nature, of form and aesthetic effect. Music students are so ac
customed to regarding musical forms from an objective standpoint that
they talc© their own aesthetic responses for granted.

When one teaches

his selection of music, his methods of presenting th© music, his instruc
tions to the performers, he recognises th© true bases of musical effect,2
Hie term form in aesthetic theory has at least three fairly distinct
meanings.

Form may mean (l) the "body® of the work of art, regarded as

th© intermediary between material and content, the vehicle for the expres
sion of meaning}

(2) the structual organisation of the work of art, re

garded as the relations between th® parts, or th© ways the materials are
molded or patterned in a particular work}

or (3) a generic pattern or

scheme of organisation, common to a number of different works of art.
Form is conditioned by both physical and psychological factors,-'

l2m*, P. 68.

P*

69 - 71.
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Form Aa,Impressive and Skpragslve
It is a question as to whether or not for® does not affect the
senses Just as it does material, instead of awaiting those higher and sore
elaborate processes t- at underlie our aesthetic response to form in larger
and more complex presentations,,
fantayena writes? "It would be pedantic, perhaps, anywhere out in a
treatise on aesthetics, to deny to this quality the name of expression} we
might commonly say that the circle has one expression and the oval another.
But what does the circle express except circularity, or the oral except
the nature of the ellipse? Such expression expresses nothing} it is
really Impression ...We shall accordingly take care to reserve the term
'expression* for the suggestion of some other and assi -cable object, from
which the expressive thing borrows in interest} and we shall speak of the
intrinsic quality of forms as their emotional tinge or specific value".
Curacy expresses himself in the following words: "But the great point,
which is often strongly ignored} ... is that expressiveness of the literal
and tagible sort Is either absent or only slightly present in an Immense
amount of impressive music} that to suggest describable images, qualities
or feelings, known In other experiences, however frequent a characteristic
of Music, makes up no inseparable or essential part of its function} and
that this is not a matter of opinion or of theory as to what should be,
but of definite everyday fact."
Gurney is saying, in so -any words, that music is characteristically
and properly an "impressive art", lust as musicians and teaehers of music
have overlooked the importance of tone as a factor in aesthetic effect,
so have they overlooked this impressive effect.
^Sarhart, Will, The Meaning and Teaching of Music. Wltmark Mucational Publications, New York, 1935, pp. 71 ~ 72.
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The composer of music my sometimes be in danger of overlooking
musical values in the pursuit of exciting realistic effects.
Something roust prompt feeling, must stir the composer to his task,
With all composers, tones and tonal lines my be without appeal - and

my be destitute of any distinctive affective colorings that would im
ps! him to direct them anywhere,

When a composer gains his initial theme

impulse, he will, if musically powerful, dismiss further concrete report©rial details from his mind, and dwell with the musical forms so genera
ted,

Should ho pursue the concrete and tangible persistant, we should

rightly suspect him of feebleness, not in point of visual or dramatic
imagination, but certainly in point of musical imagination.

It is not

the realists, who turn again and again to their subject for further promp
tings, but those who call forms into being out of an lntagible realm,
who are the true iroaglniats,^
Aesthetic may be defined as the science of the beautiful in nature
and art. The low sound of a pure—toned bell is to an infant as to an
adult, an aesthetic ©vent, needing no knowledge, no persistent attention,
to give it charm and effect,

It is Important that we recognise the cam

ple t© correspondence, the unitary nature, of form and aesthetic effect..

,
Will,
Waning .and. Teaching of Husinff Witaark Education
al Publication, Sew York, 1935, pp. 77 - 78.
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CHAPTER VI
MUSIC XAU SHIP ffiD HtMAH QUALITY
Tfce^ocatlqn of lupjpal A^lj^y
We my regard the first great task of music eduoation as the discov
ery of musical ability is often taken to moan finding out whether or not
a person possesses it in advance of training.
We say properly think of the entire course of music education as the
progressive evocation of musical ability. We may define that ability as
the capacity to discriminate and respond effectively and significantly to
tonal structures and relationships.
What does it mean to say that music education ought to serve as an
agoncy for the discovery of musical ability?
First, the discovery of musical ability must begin as self-discovery.
The important discoverer is not the teacher but the person himself. We
must seek to bring about a situation in which the person finds out some
thing outside himself and also something inside himself.
The second thing to notice is that only t' rough this progressive selfdiscovery can a person or child reveal his capacities to others.

There

is only one sure way to find out a child's capacities for muaie. Give
him the right kind of musical experience and opportunity and see then what
he does with them.
What should we do in attempting to bring about such oelf-di scovery
and self-revslation? We must have an educational program of a very de
finite kind and avoid certain modes of approach.
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We speak of the power of tonal
musical ability#

discrimination as one element in

The course of music education as it was from its ear-

Heat beginnings* should be towards a refinement of musical power.
Ife

Pipt^jbutipn, afjiagiga^, Ability

Musical ability is the capacity to discriminate and respond effec
tively and significantly to tonal patterns.
Musical ability is not an inherited special sensory capacity or an
array of such capacities.

The musical person is not necessarily one who

has a much finer auditory mechanism.

He 13 able to discriminate tonal

patterns.
Musical discrimination does not turn upon the ability to recognize
the quality and the torrdantial effect of intervals.

It Is a scientific

fact that ©very one of the intervals we use has more or less "out of
tw»w with reference to just intonation.
There is no specific method of teaching children to sing in tune.
The ability to sing in tune is a resultant of increasing tonal discrimi
nation.

One can only say that it is brought about by helping one to

listen,to recognise* and expect tonal trends and interval effects.

The

fundamental sensory capacity itself cannot be trained.

It depends upon

the mechanics of the ear* which 5.re fixed by heredity.

A person may

have an exceedingly refined sens© of relative pitch and yet absolutely
no musical apprehensions•
The Hereditability of Mimical Talent
¥0 can say that the argument on which this claim depends is partly
general.
Mursellj James* Human Values in Music Education. Silver Burdett
company, New York - Boston, 1934-, pp. 372 ~ 375.
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Me cannot say legitimately that various people are born with mathe
matical ability, or literary ability, or artistic ability, Pre-scientific psychology accepted that doctrine that the human mind is made up of
a number of special subdivisions or powers, known as faculties. Faculty
psychology is universally discredited, but it 11-es on in the guise of a
belief in special inherited abilities. Special abilities are merely fa
culties under another name. It Is pointed out that the human mind always
works as a whole. It is also pointed out that the lists of faculties
which have been proposed have no empirical basis whatsoever. Pointed out
also is the fact the doctrine of faculties explains nothing. When we say
a person fails in music, he either possesses or lacks a faculty in this
regard.
This argument is baaed upon the fairly considerable body of researoh
which has been carried on with respect to musical ability. The general
outcome of this work is distinctly unfavorable to the idea of musical
ability as a unit trait or hereditary special ability. It was found that
it differs in different people, but even where both parents are unmusical,
their offspring tends to show a fair measure of musical responsiveness,
although the child of two unmusical parents is never found to manifest
outstanding talent.
The argument for a special hereditary musical endowment is strongest

when we deal with the outstanding genius. Me know comparatively little
about the nature of genius. The typical first - rate musical genius just
appears to have been a person capable of outstanding achievement.
It is highly significant that musical ability is closely associated
with many other abilities. We find that outstanding musical talent typi
cally goes with linguistic, artistic, and mathematical ability. It is
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associated also with general intelligence.
The educational implications of all this are clearly most important
and far-reaching#

Musical power is associated with general high grade

traits of mind, cultural interest, personality and physique.
Musical ability is simply to deal with structure embodied in tone*
All nental ability is capacity to deal with structual elements, and to
give an organised response. Musical talent Is simply this general capa
city running in a special channel and working through a special medium.
To become a musician mans the concentration of general ability in a
special medium#
The discovery of musical ability is often taken to moan finding out
whether or nor a person possesses it in advance of training. Music edu
cation may be thought of as the progressive tvoeatlon of musical ability.
The first discovery of musical ability mast begin as self-discovery.

It

is only through, this progressive self-discovery can a person or child re
veal his capacities*. Musical ability is the capacity to discriminate and
respond effectively and significantly to tonal patterns.

It is not an

inherited special sensory capacity.

Wsell, Jams, Jmm ffalues Injiagja, Silver Burdett Company,
law York - Boston, 1934, pp. 365 - 370.

CHAPTER VII
EMOTION BJ MUSIC
Thar© la always raging In musical discussions the question of how
far music is ©motional.
"Music presents two sets of psychological phenomena.
and stimulate feelings.

It can suggest

It can inters at, fascinate, delight, or weary

and displease, by what we can only call the purely musical beauty of its
sound patterns. Music awakens two different kinds of emotion - a drama
tic one referred to its expr©ssiv©ness, and an aesthetic one connected
n

with the presence or absence of what is known as beauty."

What psychology has to tell of emotion is of special interest to
musicians, Modern psychology tries to explain and describe the ©motions
in terms of changes of diffuse internal conditions within the organism.
Wlille emotions are thought of as related to certain feelings of
bodily changes, certain other feelings, such as hunger and thirst, are
not called emotions.

Emotion is aroused by an external stimulus.2
Xntgllectual^yeraug Emotion

The mind has the power of carrying out a number of recognizably
distinct operations, but they are functions of the mind.

The tendency

today is to speak of "emotionally - tinged concepts" of "prolonged and
intelleot ualized emotions." Emotional elements in any psychosis (the
nam© given to any portion of our mental flux, which has a substantias unity)

Ibid.« p. 42.
2IhlcU.

p. 95,
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are now recognized not as different parts of the experience but fused to-

Blending Of The Emotions
Emotions are blended to form secondary and tertiary emotions. As
an example of a binary emotion we have scorn, which is a combination of
disgust and anger.
ami submission,
self-feeling.

In a similiar way admiration is a mixture of wonder

latitude is a compound of tender emotion and negative
Fear plus disgust is loathing;

add wonder and we get fas

cination.^
Music presents two sets of psychological phenomena.
and stimulate feelings.
and displease.

It can suggest

It can interest, fascinate, delight, or weary

It awakens two kinds of emotions - a dramatic one and an

aesthetic one.
The minds have the power of carrying out a number of distinct opera
tions,

Emotions are blended to form secondary and tertiary emotions.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY
To conclude this report, the writer has tried to convey to his
reader herein the aesthetics! and the emotional constituents of music
in relation to psychology.
Psychology has a tremendous effect as to the response that differ

ent individuals exhibit as to the aesthetic quality of music. Its
features being discussed concerns our perceptual intuition rather than
our intellectual nature, our environment, an organic structure and a
contemplative attitude.
Music not only effects an individual psychologically but also phy
siologically. We Kay say hence that in the sensory process, seeing,

hearing, feeling and the like is a physiological study. It can be said
that music awakens two different kinds of emotions — a dramatic one re
ferred to its expressiveness, and an aesthetic on© connected with the
presence or absence of what is known as beauty.
Originality or individual distinction in any work implies mental
action that involves imagination.

It awakens and energizes thought.

Thought consist of a turning-over of mental content in a purposive way
until an urgent intention is fulfilled.
All of tiie collected data herein was aimed toward revealing the phy
siological and psychological bearings of music to human and to show their
interrelationship.
As teachers of music, it falls our lot to not only help in discover
ing musical abilities but to create ox* bring out what musical talent there
is in the child.
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